1. Before installing the PBF pre-construction board, we recommend securing two horizontal studs, at PBF board height, between the vertical studs of the chosen installation location to add additional support.

2. After this has been done, ensure that the board is level before fully securing it to the wall studs.

3. Once the board has been properly leveled, fasten the PBF board to the vertical and horizontal studs.

4. Measure the PBF board and make an outline of the board on a new panel of sheet rock.

5. Cut along the traced path to make a frame for the pre-construction board.

6. Lay the frame panel of sheet rock over the PBF board and fasten the frame to studs of the wall.
After the speaker installation is completed, the grille will be flush with the wall.

Mount the speaker bracket to the wall, and begin the speaker installation process.

Now, cover the seams around the board with mesh tape, and begin the mudding process. Make sure to apply mud up to the lip of the PBF board.

After you finish the mudding process, the inner plug can now be removed and sanding can be performed to remove any unwanted surface features.